
 

         Price Calculator Guide 
 

Step-1. 
Panel sizes: 
 

Width

Length Width Quantity

    L
ength  

( 12 m max.)

   Width ( 5 m max.)

Panel size

 
 Order as many Panels as you need, of any size needed. (Up to 12.0 m long x 5.0 m wide). 
 Panels can be joined together to make almost any size or shape frame needed. 

   
 

Step-2. 
Optional Stumps. 
 

Ave. height Number

  Height  ( 4 m max.) 

=+

"Stump Pack" Stump Tube Complete Stump

Top

Base   Tek
screws

( bases, tops & Teks )    90 x 90 gal. steel tube 
* supplied in 8.0m stock lengths
for cutting on site by the builder.

May be up to 4.0m high.

Stump Components.

Add or deduct lengths of tube,
with "Plus" or "Minus" buttons.

 



 

Stump Q. & A: 
 
Q. What are Stumps? 

A. These are the modular, height adjustable Galvanised steel “Posts” which support your Deck frame. 
 
Q. Do I need Stumps? 

A. Yes; these are the best way to support your Steel-Deck frame, but they are not needed if you are fixing your frame to 
new or existing structural walls or columns, or piers. 
 

Q. How far apart can I space my Stumps? 
A. The “Stump QTY Guide” (in Step – 1) shows the Max Space between Stumps (or other suitable structural supports). 

 Space Stumps along bearers evenly, or at any distance up to the maximum space shown. 
 
Q. How many Stumps do I need? 

A. The “Stump QTY Guide” (in Step – 1) shows the total number of Stumps (or other structural supports) per Panel, 
FOR ONE BEARER ONLY. 

 (This is for applications similar to “Diagram - A” below). 
 Quantities will vary depending on the size of your Deck frame and if it is fixed to any other structure. 

 
Q. What if my deck is fixed to an existing or new structure? 

A. Refer to the following connection examples as a guide. 
 

Connection Examples: 
 

 The following Diagrams indicate the varying number of Stumps (or supports) needed with some different connection 
applications. (These examples are for the same size Deck frame) 

 
A = 3 stumps. 
B = 6 stumps. 
C = 2 stumps 
D = Piers by others 

Panels may also be supported on 
masonry or other structural piers,
designed and supplied by others.

Bearers    Joists
@ 450 c/c

Stumps = 3

Structural wall

           Panel Depths = 
 185mm for widths up to 3.8m
  & 235mm from 3.8m to 5.0m 

Structural walls

Bearer-A ( fi
xed to wall )

"L" brackets for 
  wall connection.

Bearer-B
( on stumps )

Both Bearers 
on stumps

Stumps = 2

Stumps = 6

Example Deck fixed to a wall.

Deck fixed to 2 walls.

Free Standing deck

Diagram - B

Diagram - C

Diagram - D

Diagram - A

Deck frame supported on masonry piers by others.
 



 

Step-3. 
Print Quote. 
 

Place your Order with Bunnings

PRINT QUOTE

Fill in your Contact and Delivery information.
(This is only needed if you order the system)

 
 
 

Step-4. 
Place You Order with Bunnings. 
 

 
 Refer also to the Inclusions, Notes and Delivery Terms and Conditions (shown below the Online Calculator). 

 
 Allow 10-15 working days for delivery to site, depending on local supply variances.  

 
 

   

Place your Order with Bunnings

Check your details Panel Depth (mm)

Bunnings' Item Codes

QUOTE

Prices include GST 
& standard Delivery.

Check job details

 
 



 
What about Custom size and shape Decks, light commercial Mezzanine floors or Granny Flats? 

 Give your custom sizes, dimensioned drawings or plans to the Special Orders team at Bunnings for a free quote.  
 Include all relevant information such as sizes, height(s) and if you are connecting to an existing structure etc.  
 Allow 3-5 working days for us to do a design and to receive your Quote from Bunnings. 
 Be sure to include your complete contact and job location details. 

 

Free design service is 
available on your plans.

              Bunnings Store Finder   

 

 

  

Optional Posts

Panel frame Kit

Edge-top Centre-top

Boxed-bearers

Joists

Joist brackets

Pre-cut & labelled

Tek screws

Tops, bases, tube & Tek screws

Optional Stumps

Extra Brackets

( Partly exploded view )

Tek screws included

Bases, tube & Tek screws  

 

 
 
 
 

                    


